
Find the Fairy Tale picture clues to answer the questions below & earn a token! (Look at the clues,          
but please do not touch them!) Fill out the Activity Form appropriate for your age at 
www.tuckerfreelibrary.org and click 2nd Token for Completing Scavenger Hunt. You will be notified      
when to pick up your token. 

1.  Little Red Riding Hood                                                                                                                                                  
Enter Azalea Park from the library parking lot and go down hill. Behind the first picnic table find the big pine tree 

standing alone. In the long crack of the tree, who do you see? 

2.  The Three Billy Goats Gruff                                                                                                                                                        
Step onto the covered bridge from the Azalea Park end. Look below the bridge’s first wooden X on the right side to 

find the troll below the horizontal beam. I hope he lets you pass for free! What color does he appear to be?  

3.  Rapunzel                                                                                                                                                                                            
On the large, green lawn in the center of the NEC (New England College) campus look for the big, rocky hill. Climb 

up to the bell tower. Find Rapunzel on the bottom of the tower—just looking at her flowers. How many are there?                                                                                                                             

4.  Snow White                                                                                                                                                                          
  Past the Town Hall, on the grass between The John Lyons Center and The Currier Center (the old train station)    

    look for a metal sculpture. On the base, there is one dwarf for you to find. What is he holding that could help  

  him in the mine? 

           5.  Humpty Dumpty                                                                                                                                                                                       
   From the Town Hall, when you come to the stone bridge on the left side walk onto the grass. Follow      

       the back side of the bridge until you find Humpty Dumpty in the wall. Is he pictured before, or  

          after his fall? 

6.  Peter Pan                                                                                                                          
Head towards the Community Park on Main St.’s sidewalk and find the streetlight closest to 

where the white fence begins. Now look up high (behind the parking sign on the streetlight) to see 

who is flying by? 

7.  Rumpelstiltskin                                                                                                                                        

 In the Community Park, walk up to The Angela Robinson Band Stand and then walk left 

 halfway around until you come to where the floor is a point. Stomping must have made 

 Rumpelstiltskin’s feet sore. Can you find him under the floor? What color is his beard?   

         8.  Jack and the Beanstalk                                                                                  

           On Main St. find the stairs heading down towards the river between the two block  

            buildings. At the first landing look to your right, up at the trunks of the three little      

             trees. It may be because of the heat, but what does Jack have on his feet?   

                     9.  Hansel and Gretel                                                                                                        
              Walking away from the covered bridge, follow the dirt road behind the school’s  

       fields. Where the road splits, look straight ahead. There in the grass, 

           see the  rocks on the ground. Find the lost children who were so            

              poor. What kind of candy is around the witch’s door?  

      10.  Puss in Boots                                                                                                          

            In the top parking lot of The Henniker Community 

            School, look under the lower left, front corner of the red   

                                          barn. From there a cat can hear the school bells ring,               

                                                           but Puss in Boots sets off to visit the king.

            What is he carrying?                                                                                                         
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